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MP2000
Moderate 
Duty 
Punch

MP2000 Moderate Duty Punch
Punching presentations is a snap with the MP2000 series punch. Ideal for offices,

the single-pattern punch is available in several versions that are compatible
with our most popular binding styles. Disengageable pins
and a vertical throat make it easy to line up and punch in

one step, even with special paper sizes.

Features electric push-button or foot-pedal operation,
automatic reverse to prevent paper jams, open throat

for punching odd-sized items, adjustable paper
alignment guide and adjustable punch depth

 (on CombBind® version). Choose from multiple binding
styles for a range of binding needs, including 

Color Coil®, CombBind® /ZipBind® and WireBind.

MP2500iX Heavy Duty Punch
This heavy-duty punch can handle up to 16,000 sheets an 
hour and is quiet enough for use in office environments. 
LEDs make production easier by displaying power on, 
die-set information and full chip drawer. A range of 
interchangeable die sets are available to handle all
your presentation spine styles.
Features include electric push-button or foot-pedal 
operation standard, automatic reverse to prevent
paper jams, extra-large drawer for paper chips, fully 
adjustable paper alignment guide. 
Interchangeable die sets allow chageout of
punch patterns without changing machines. Dies
are labeled for quick identification, slide
easily in and out, and lock in place — no tools or
levers required. Disengageable pins let you alter
patterns and tailor them for smaller-sized sheets.

MP2500iX
Heavy Duty

Modular 
Punch

•	16,000	Sheets	/	Hour

• 40,000 Sheets / Hour

Choose
from three
different versions for
up to 4 different binding styles.

Magnapunch
Heavy
Duty
Modular
Punch

Magnapunch Heavy Duty Punch
Punch up to 40,000 sheets an hour...with its half second 
punch cycle and continuous-duty motor, the Magnapunch is 
ideal for high-volume punching, when speed matters most. 
A variety of interchangeable die sets is available, so you can 
switch between all your punch patterns without tools, locks, 
or levers, and without slowing down production.

            Disengageable pins let you alter patterns and tailor      
         them for smaller-sized sheets. Includes one self-
       lubricating die set with disengageable punch pins.
      Additional die sets available separately.  Standard                                     
   automatic punch sensor and foot-pedal operation plus 
open throat for punching odd-sized items. Also includes 
extra-large drawer for paper chips and fully adjustable 
paper alignment guide. •	40,000	Sheets	/	Hour


